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T-DMB is NOT a standard only for Korea. 









Radio.



DMB also INCLUDES DAB and DAB+. 



DMB, DAB and DAB+ services are live

in 36 countries on 4 continents. 



200 000 000 people will have access 

to DMB, DAB and/or DAB+ services 

in 2011 (not counting Korea).







Required handsets

• Support for DMB, DAB and DAB+

• Return channel (GSM, 3G, WiFi)

• Open OS (i.e. Android)

• Open API to DMB

• Band 3 and L Band

• Software based CAS (DigiCAP) 

• A variety of models in different price ranges.



Identity Tab from Enspert (The ’other’ Korean tab)

Opens up for:

Touch screen shopping
Voting for radio and TV shows 
(i.e. American Idol)
Connection to social media 
(i.e. ’I like this show’)
A trigger of on demand 
programmes



Content is king.



Combination is the new king.



One CAS for all DMB countries

IDAG organized an RFP for CAS in late 2009. 12 companies 

from three continents took part.

DigiCAP was finally selected in July 2010.

Software based, low bandwidths, proven track record.  

Solution has been tested and will be implemented 

Q1, 2011, first in Norway and Netherlands.

One CAS everywhere will lower costs and create 

one market for terminals.
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Telecom operators to broadcasters (2008).
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We need more traffic in our 

networks to make money! Give 

us a lot of mobile TV. Live, on 

demand, all kinds of content. 

Now!



Telecom operators to broadcasters (2010).
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My network is overloading! 

Please stop those heavy 

traffic consuming mobile TV 

services…



But LTE will solve all the problems. 

(Won’t it?)







Live radio and TV via LTE (‘4G’)

40% of radio listening, outside homes (20+ hrs/month, 128Kbps) 1.09GB

11% of TV viewing outside homes (4+ hrs/month, 384Kbps) 0.74GB

Data per month 1.84GB

Price to telecom operator from each user $95 - $395

Monthly price to telecom operator, all Norwegians (cheapest plan)          $370 500 000

Data traffic shifted per month 6.8 Petabyte

Monthly price to telecom operator from broadcasters ($0.04/GB) $297 662 

Data traffic shifted per year 81.7 Petabyte

Yearly price to telecom operator from broadcasters ($0.04/GB) $3 571 944



LTE Network Costs 

60% population coverage in the UK, LTE sites needed

90% population coverage in the UK, LTE sites needed

Cost to build each site

Operating costs per site per year

Investment

Operating costs per year

Cost  of money (2%), interest $113 million, 7 year payback linear depreciation: 

Cost per year to run network 

Assume 4 million customers, operator needs $550 revenue/customer to break even.

Will the network operator allow radio and TV consum ption for 

30 minutes to 3 hours per day for free?

6 000

16 000

$250 000

$60 000

$4 000 000 000

$933 000 000

$810 000 000

$1 830 000 000



Should broadcasting be 

a part of the future? 



Why not DVB-H?

1. There are no available DVB-H frequencies in several countries.

2. The frequencies used for DVB-H are anyhow wanted for HDTV in most countries. 

3. DVB-H: higher frequencies, costs more, more difficult to build, uses more power.

4. DVB-T is built for rooftop reception, DVB-H needs to be built the same way or DVB totally replanned.

5. DMB is an open technology and is not tied to SIM-cards. DVB-H is currently found in phones. 

6. Freedom of choice of receivers is important. The users should choose what kind of device they want, not be dictated by which 
phone models their telecom operators decide to subsidize. 

7. DVB-H can be limited to certain phone models by the MNOs, for instance to only the 3 Nokia handsets that is subsidized. 

8. DMB is a more robust technology and can handle high speeds and all sorts of weather. I have watched MiniTV in over 800 
km/h in several airplanes up to 9km above the ground. 

9. DMB is using the same distribution technology as DAB and DAB+, giving the audiences both radio and TV. In Norway there 
are over 20 channels available. 

10. DMB supports a range of additional services that also works for radio. 

11. There are many DMB devices available: mobile phones, GPS units, mp4 players, USB plugs, etc. 

12. Poor availability of DVB-H devices and hardware problems with several of the few existing devices. 

13. DVB-H is hard to make on the chipset side. One chip maker lost 20 million dollars on developments. And the aging handsets 
on the market are having hardware issues.

14. There are ZERO DVB-H successes in the world. 

15. DMB is now being launched, tested or planned in many countries, something that makes receivers cheaper and opens up for 
experience sharing and the usage of the same applications and business models: Poland, Norway, South Korea, France, 
Netherlands, Italy, Malta, Ghana, Malaysia, Ireland, Vietnam, Cambodia, Singapore, Great Britain, Indonesia, Hong Kong, 
Egypt, China, South Africa, Mongolia. 

16. Stelacon, a Swedish independent research institute, reported this to the Swedish government in 2007: 

• For 90% DMB coverage of Sweden only 2-300 transmitters are needed. 

• For only 25-30% DVB-H coverage of Sweden, 3,000 – 11,000 transmitters are needed.

Similar figures have been presented for France: 

• DMB: 95% coverage to cost 2 million Euro per channel

• DVB-H: 25% coverage to cost 8 million Euro per channel
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